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If you have any problems with your new product, 
DO NOT RETURN IT TO THE STORE!

Please contact us at 1-866-815-4173, 
or e-mail us at csr@triumphsportsusa.com



WARNING:
CHOKING HAZARD-Small parts. 

Not for children under 3 years. 

This is not a child’s toy. Adult supervision is required for children playing this game. 

Please read instructions carefully. Proper use of this set can prevent damage or injury.

!

STOP
PLEASE KEEP YOUR INSTRUCTIONS!

Your item number is necessary if you need to contact us.  If you have any problems with your new

product, DO NOT RETURN IT TO THE STORE! Please contact us at 1-866-815-4173, or e-mail us at 

csr@triumphsportsusa.com

Please read through this instruction book to familiarize yourself with any assembly steps and/or rules. 
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Kubb
2-16 players

Playing Field: 16 x 26 feet or less depending on the players’ skill level. The playing area should be flat and

preferably on grass.

Game Play Summary:  The objective of the game is to knock over the opposing team’s Kubbs using the

throwing dowels. When all of the Kubbs have been knocked over the King must be knocked over in order

to win.

Note: Only underhand throwing is allowed; spinning the dowels like a helicopter blade is not allowed.

Base Kubbs: Kubbs that remain standing in their original position on the baseline are called Base Kubbs.

Field Kubbs: Kubbs that have come into play are called Field Kubbs.

How to play
1. Divide players into two teams of 1 – 8 players each. Players line up behind their team’s baseline.

2. The team’s take turns using the 6 throwing dowels to knock over the opposing team’s Kubbs.

3. Teams are allowed 2 throws at each Kubb. If both throws fail to knock over a Kubb, the opposing team 

may place the Kubb wherever they want on their half of the playing area, but no closer to the King 

than the length of a corner peg or a throwing dowel.

4. Team A must try to knock over Team B’s Base Kubbs first. If Team A knocks over one or more of Team 

B’s Base Kubbs after throwing all of its dowels, Team B must then throw its fallen Kubbs into Team A’s 

half of the playing area. Team A must then stand up the Kubbs where they land in their half of the 

playing area. These are called Field Kubbs.

5. Team B then must use their throwing dowels to first knock over the Field Kubbs (the thrown Kubbs) on 

Team A’s side before they can begin throwing at Team A’s Base Kubbs. If Team B does not knock over 

all the Field Kubbs during their turn and one or more are left standing on the playing area, Team A’s 

players can then move forward and throw from the Kubb that is closest to the center line. 

Note: If several Kubbs are to be thrown to the opposing team’s playing area after being knocked down, play-

ers should throw them as close together as possible so that more than one can be knocked down with a

single dowel. Thrown Kubbs cannot be stacked on top of one another.

6. Teams continue to take turns throwing and knocking over Kubbs until one of the teams knocks over all

of the Field Kubbs and Base Kubbs on the opponent’s half of the playing area. This team then needs only

to knock over the King Kubb to win the game. Play continues until one team knocks over the King and wins.



Be sure to check out all the exciting outdoor games                                    has to offer. 

Visit our web site at:
www.triumphsportsusa.com
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Trio Toss
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2 in 1 Tournament Toss
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3-Hole Bag Toss

3-Hole 
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Ladder Toss
Item# 35-7015

2-in-1 Tournament Bag Tos with 3-Hole Washer Toss
Item# 35-7054

Washer Toss Tournament
Item# 35-7069

Bag Toss Tournament
Item# 35-7011


